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Abstract—This paper studies a cross-layer design of error-
control protocols with rate adaptation for free-space optical
(FSO) burst transmission over atmospheric turbulence channels.
Specifically, sliding window automatic repeat request (ARQ)
protocols are designed so that the window size is determined
by the burst duration. This facilitates an effective operation of
sliding window protocols with the adaptive rate (AR) trans-
mission over the atmospheric turbulence channels. To analyze
the performance of the design, the time-varying behavior of
the atmospheric turbulence channels, modeled by the popular
Gamma-Gamma (ΓΓ) distribution, is captured to develop the
burst error model. An embedded Markov model, which is
formulated in the discrete time defined by burst duration, is
analyzed based on the developed burst error model. Using
the queueing analysis, the frame loss rate, average delay, and
system throughput are analytically derived. Numerical results
quantitatively demonstrate the impact of atmospheric turbulence
on the system performance and support the optimal selection
of system parameters over turbulence conditions. Monte Carlo
simulations are also performed to validate the analytical results,
and an excellent agreement between the analytical and simulation
results is confirmed.

Index Terms—Free space optical (FSO) systems, atmospheric
turbulence, automatic repeat request (ARQ), sliding window
protocols, adaptive rate (AR) transmission, cross-layer design,
Markov chain.

I. Introduction

THE growing demand of high data rate transmission has
become the main challenge for the design of the next

generation of wireless communication networks [1]. To meet
this requirement, free-space optical (FSO) communication is
being considered as a promising complementary solution to
the current radio frequency (RF) in the wireless backhaul
networks [2], [3]. While the FSO communication offers many
advantages, e.g., license free, huge bandwidth, ease of deploy-
ment, high security and low installation cost, the uncertainty of
the atmospheric links, especially the signal fading due to the
atmospheric turbulence poses various challenges in the system
design [4], [5].

Over the past decade, there have been many studies on error-
control focusing on the FSO physical (PHY) layer perform-
ance enhancement over turbulence-induced fading channels
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[6]–[12]. In the link layer, automatic repeat request (ARQ)
is the most popular error-control protocol. ARQ can be clas-
sified into two types: stop-and-wait (SW) and sliding window
protocols; and both of them have been intensively studied in
wired and wireless systems. In the domain of FSO, however,
there has been only several studies on the performance of SW-
ARQ over turbulence-induced fading channels thanks to its
simplicity in analysis [13]–[16]. Particularly, Kiasaleh et al.
analyzed and compared the frame error rate of SW-ARQ
and hybrid-ARQ (H-ARQ) protocols for a weak turbulence
scenario in [13]. The performance of SW-ARQ combined
with error-correcting code in terms of outage probability and
throughput over weak-to-strong turbulences was investigated
in [14]. In [15], authors considered the delay issue of ARQ
under impacts of different channel state information (CSI)
over FSO fading channels. Most recently, an integration of
SW-ARQ and adaptive rate (AR) transmission to improve the
system performance over atmospheric turbulence channels was
presented in [16].

SW-ARQ is, however, not practically useful, especially
in point-to-point high-speed systems, due to its inefficient
bandwidth utilization. Practical systems employ the sliding
window protocols, which allows higher efficiency thanks to the
fact that many frames can be continuously transmitted without
waiting for the acknowledgement. In the design and analysis
of the sliding window protocols in FSO systems, one of the
key issues could come from the modeling of the time-varying
behavior of turbulence-induced fading channels. For FSO links
operating at high data rates, since the temporal correlation time
of the atmospheric turbulence process is the order of tens of
milliseconds (i.e. the slow fading), the loss probabilities of
frames are highly correlated, i.e., frame errors tend to occur
in bursts [17], [18]. In previous studies, the time-varying
behavior of atmospheric turbulence and the burst error issues
were not considered as SW-ARQ only transmits single frame
per round trip time. Due to the transmission of multiple frames,
addressing these issues in sliding window ARQ is critical, yet
not well investigated.

The initial study on the sliding window ARQ protocols has
been recently reported [19], [20], in which only throughput
performance was modeled and analyzed. In addition, these
studies assumed that the transmitter queue is infinite and
always loads the frames for transmission. For practical design
with finite queue size and random traffic, the statistical beha-
vior of the arrival process and the finite-size queueing model
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Figure 1: FSO system using sliding window ARQ and AR.

need to be taken into account. The performance of FSO relay
systems using stop-and-wait mechanism with finite queues has
been analyzed in [21], [22]. To the best of our knowledge, the
performance of sliding ARQ with queueing model has been
only investigated in the domain of RF communications [23]–
[25]. As the fading channel models in FSO are completely
different from that of RF, it would be crucial to have the proper
protocol design under the atmospheric turbulence conditions
for the optimization of FSO system performance.

In this paper, we present a comprehensive cross-layer
design and an insightful analysis based on queueing theory.
Both sliding window protocols, namely go-back-n (GBN) and
selective repeat (SR) are considered. Also, their integration
with AR transmission is considered to further improve the
system performance. To effectively facilitate the operation
of sliding window protocols with the AR transmission over
the turbulence channels, the window size, which is based on
the burst duration, is designed considering the time-varying
behavior of the turbulence-induced fading channels. The weak-
to-strong atmospheric turbulence is modeled by Gamma-
Gamma (ΓΓ) distribution, and the time-varying behavior of
the turbulence channel is modeled by a finite Markov chain.
The channel model is then used to develop the burst error
model. A queueing model is analyzed based on a Markov
model developed from burst error model for the cross-layer
performance analysis. Numerical results quantify the impacts
of atmospheric turbulence on the system performance metrics
including frame error rate, average delay, and throughput, and
discuss the optimal selection of system parameters.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The
system description is presented in Section II. The channel
model analysis and burst error model are shown in Section III.
The queueing model for the cross-layer performance analysis
is investigated in Section IV. Numerical results are given in
Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.

II. System Description
Figure 1 describes the considered FSO system using the

link-layer sliding window protocol, which can be either GBN-
ARQ or SR-ARQ, and adaptive rate (AR) transmission at PHY
layer over turbulence fading channels. The AR transmission
aims to maximize the data rate over the fading channels
while satisfying a pre-defined Quality of Service (QoS), i.e., a
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Figure 3: An example of the operation of (a) SR-ARQ and (b)
GBN-ARQ protocols with AR transmission; window size = 1
burst time.

targeted frame-error rate (denoted as FERtarget). We adopt the
subcarrier M-ary quadrature amplitude modulation (M-QAM)
schemes as in [26], [27] with a fixed symbol rate of Rs for
the L possible transmission modes. The similar receiver noise
model and ΓΓ channel model for atmospheric turbulence as in
[26] are assumed. The transmission bit rate and information
rate, change for every mode and are given as Rb = Rs log2(M)
(bits/sec) and m = log2(M) (bits/symbol), respectively, where
M is the constellation size. Let γ∗1 < γ∗2 < · · · < γ∗L be the
switching thresholds for different transmission modes, and
γ be the instantaneous signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), i.e., the
channel state information (CSI). The transmission mode n is
selected if γ∗n ≤ γ < γ∗n+1, where n ∈ {1,2, · · · ,L − 1} and to
avoid a high frame error rate, no transmission is allowed when
γ < γ∗1. These thresholds can be obtained by a least-square
curve fitting of the frame error rate (FER) [28].

At the PHY layer, data is transmitted in fixed-time bursts
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whose the time duration is chosen to be shorter than the
fading channel coherence time. Each burst consists of (1) a
control part with NC symbols modulated by SC-BPSK scheme
(so that the receiver can always demodulate this part), and
(2) a data part with nB data blocks; each block has exactly
N f symbols, which can be adaptively modulated by M-QAM
schemes depending on the CSI feedback from the receiver1,
i.e. each block consists of exactly m×N f data bits. Given the
size of link-layer data frame of N f bits, there are m frames
per block, or in other words, nB ×m frames per burst. The
burst/block and frame structures are illustrated as in Fig. 2.

The ARQ protocol operates at the link layer to detect
and retransmit corrupted frames. To detect frame error, the
standard cyclic redundancy check (CRC) scheme is used, and
for the sake of simplicity, we assume that frame error is
always detectable by the CRC. The operation of both GBN-
ARQ and SR-ARQ is applied to each data burst consisting
of multiple frames. The transmissions occur in the fixed-size
time slots, which are equal to the burst durations. Feedback
signal (either ACK or NACK), which is also assumed to be
error-free, is returned by the receiver in unit of a data burst
transmission, which aims to reduce the network traffic over
high-speed channels. In case of transmission failure, all the
frames in whole window size defined as N time slots will
always be re-transmitted in GBN-ARQ, while SR-ARQ only
retransmits the erroneous frames based on a NAK message
from receiver that indicates the sequence numbers of those
frames.

Example: The operation of SR-ARQ and GBN-ARQ is
illustrated in Fig. 3, where the window size is set to N = 1 burst
time, nB = 10 blocks/burst. In Fig. 3(a), the frames 11 and 15 in
burst 2 are assumed to be in error, and when a NAK message,
which indicates the sequence numbers of erroneous frames
(11 and 15) arrives at the transmitter side, SR-ARQ protocol
retransmits “selectively” these frames in burst 3, together with
the new frames. For the GBN-ARQ protocol in Fig. 3(b), burst
2 is assumed to be in error when any of frame in this burst
is erroneous. And when the NAK for burst 2 arrives at the
transmitter side, all the frames from 11 to 20 in the window
size are retransmitted even though some frames were correctly
received before.

The link-level transmitter buffer (queue) for both GBN-
ARQ and SR-ARQ protocols operates in a first-in-first-out
(FIFO) mode and can store up to Q̄ frames. Frames will be
removed from the buffer after receiving ACK messages from
receiver. The maximum number of retransmissions allowed
for a frame is supposed to be unbounded. Therefore, the delay
obtained in this paper can be considered as an upper bound for
the case where a finite number of retransmissions is allowed
at the link layer.

In summary, the assumptions used in this paper are de-
scribed as below. 1) The channel time is partitioned into
constant time intervals called slots. 2) Each data burst con-
taining multiple frames, is transmitted in a time slot whose
length is fixed-value of a burst duration. 3) An error-free

1Practically, this CSI estimation can be done at the transmitter due to the
reciprocity in bidirectional FSO channels, which was verified in [29].

feedback channel is available for carrying both CSI and
ACK/NAK information. 4) The maximum number of ARQ
retransmissions is assumed to be infinite. 5) The receiver buffer
capacity is equal to the maximum number of frames that can
be transmitted in a burst so that frame losses are not happend
at the receiver side.

III. ChannelModeling and Burst ErrorModel
In our design, data is transmitted in fixed-time bursts.

Thus, it is necessary to capture the time-varying behavior of
turbulence fading channels to model the behavior of data burst
error. To do so, we first review the turbulence fading channel
model and its important characteristic of level-crossing rate
(LCR). The channel-state is modeled to facilitate the operation
of sliding window protocols with AR under impact of atmo-
spheric turbulence. Then, a data burst error model is developed
from the channel-state model due to the transmissions of
multiple frames over turbulence fading channels.

A. Turbulence Fading Channel Model
The atmospheric turbulence phenomenon causes the scintil-

lation effect, which results in signal fluctuations at the receiver.
The ΓΓ model is considered to be the most suitable for
describing a wide range of turbulence conditions, from weak
to strong. The probability density function (PDF) of received
SNR, γ, is given as

fγ(γ) =
(αβ)

α+β
2

Γ(α)Γ(β)γ̄
α+β

4

γ
α+β

4 −1Kα−β

2
√
αβ

√
γ

γ̄

 , (1)

where γ is the average value of γ, Γ(.) is the gamma function,
and Kα−β(.) is the modified Bessel function of second kind
of order α− β [30]. The parameters α and β, which are the
effective numbers of large-scale and small-scale eddies of
scattering environment, respectively, can be written as

α =

exp

 0.49σ2
R(

1 + 1.11σ12/5
R

)7/6

−1


−1

,

β =

exp

 0.51σ2
R(

1 + 0.69σ12/5
R

)5/6

−1


−1

. (2)

Here, σ2
R is the Rytov variance, and in the case of plane wave

propagation, it is given by

σ2
R = 1.23C2

nk7/6d11/6, (3)

where k = 2π/λ is the optical wave number, in which λ is the
optical wavelength, d is the channel distance, and C2

n is the
altitude-dependent index of the refractive structure parameter,
which varies from 10−17m−2/3 to 10−12m−2/3 [4]. Typically,
weak, moderate, and strong turbulence conditions correspond
to σ2

R < 1, σ2
R ' 1, and σ2

R > 1, respectively, while the saturation
regime is defined by σ2

R→∞ [8]. Its cumulative distribution
function (CDF) is also given as

Fγ(γ) =
1

Γ(α)Γ(β)
G2,1

1,3

[
αβ

√
γ

γ̄

∣∣∣∣∣∣ 1
α,β,0

]
, (4)

where Gm,n
p,q [.] is the Meijer’s G-function [16].
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B. Level Crossing Rate
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Figure 4: LCR vs. γth/γ with different turbulence strengths,
given γ = 20 dB, d = 1000 m, and t0 = 10 ms.

The average LCR defined as the average number of times
per second that the received SNR passes the certain threshold
γth (either positive or negative direction), is given as

N (γth) =
1
2

∞∫
−∞

|γ̇| fγ,γ̇(γth, γ̇)dγ̇, (5)

where γ̇ is the first derivative of γ with respect to time,
fγ,γ̇(γth, γ̇) is the joint PDF of γ(t) and γ̇(t) at time t [31].
Based on the analysis in [32] and by inserting the relation
between optical irradiance I and γ, i.e., I =

√
γ/γ, the average

LCR for ΓΓ fading model can be obtained as

N (γth) =

√
πσsν0α

αββ

Γ(α)Γ(β)

(√
γth

γ

)β−1/2 ∞∫
0

xα−β−3/2

√√
γth

γ
+ x2

× exp
[
−αx−

β

x

√
γth

γ

]
dx, (6)

where σ2
s and ν0 are the log-intensity variance and quasi-

frequency, respectively. The log-intensity variance σ2
s that

depends on the channel characteristics, is given as

σ2
s =exp

 0.49σ2
R(

1 + 0.18h2 + 0.56σ12/5
R

)7/6

+
0.51σ2

R(
1 + 0.9h2 + 0.62h2σ5/6

R

)5/6

−1, (7)

here, h =
√

kD2/4d, and D is the receiver aperture diameter
[33]. In addition, the quasi-frequency, ν0, defined as the
number of times per second that γ = γth, can be written as

ν0 =
1
√

2πt0
, (8)

where t0 is the fading channel coherence time defined as
the interval of time that the same scintillation coefficient is
maintained [34]. Fig. 4 shows an example of LCR vs. γth/γ
with different turbulence strengths. Obviously, LCR increases
when the turbulence intensity becomes stronger.

C. Channel-State Model

We now design the channel-state model to effectively facilit-
ate the operation of sliding window protocols with AR under
impact of atmospheric turbulence. In particular, the data is
transmitted in fixed-time bursts of Tburst = (NC + nBN f )/Rs in
our sliding window ARQ design. Therefore, we first divide the
channel into states defined by a range of SNR. The channel
is said to be in state i-th if the received SNR falls into the
interval of

[
γi,γi+1). The selection of the range of SNR satisfies

the condition that the intervals of all channel-state, which
are defined as the average duration that the received SNR a
state, are equal; and these intervals are longer or equal to
Tburst. The channel-state interval should also be shorter than
the fading channel coherence time so that we can see the effect
of correlated errors in each channel state.

The interval of channel-state i-th, τi, depends on the statist-
ical characteristic of channel, and can be expressed as [35]

τi =
Pri

N (γi) + N (γi+1)
, (9)

where N (γth) is the level crossing rate at a certain threshold of
γth and Pri is the probability of the channel state i-th, which
is then expressed as

Pri =

γi+1∫
γi

fγ (γ)dγ = Fγ(γi+1)−Fγ(γi), (10)

where fγ(γ) and Fγ(γ) are the probability density function
(PDF) and cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the
channel SNR, as in Eqs. (1) and (4), respectively.

Now, we need to determine the threshold levels γi. It is
important to note that these thresholds are not the same
as γ∗n, n ∈ {1,2, ...,L}, which are used for the selection of
transmission modes as discussed in Section II. To do so,
we set the first channel-state

[
γ1,γ2) to the outage, i.e. is

equivalent to
[
−∞,γ∗1

)
of the previous section and the τi is

set to Tburst. In this way, we can determine all threshold levels
γi. The algorithm to search for the thresholds {γi}

K+1
i=1 can be

summarized as follows
Step 1: Set γ1 = −∞, γ2 = γ∗1, and i = 3.
Step 2: For each i, search γi that satisfies

τi = Tburst, (11)

with τi is given in eq. 9.
Step 3: If i < K +1, set i = i+1, and go to step 2; otherwise,

go to step 4.
Step 4: Set γK+1 = +∞.
After the above process, we can have K + 1 threshold

levels corresponding to K channel states. A finite-state Markov
channel (FSMC) model then can be used to model the behavior
of the channel as illustrated in Fig. 5. Given the probability of
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Figure 5: Channel-state transition model.

the channel-state i-th Pri, the transition probability from the
state i-th to state j-th denoted by qi, j can be expressed by

qi, j =



0, if |i− j| ≥ 2
N(γi+1)Tburst

Pri
, if j = i + 1 and i = 1, ...,K −1

N(γi)Tburst
Pri

, if j = i−1 and i = 2, ...,K
1−qi,i+1−qi,i−1, if i = j and 0 < i < K
1−q0,1, if i = j = 0
1−qK,K−1. if i = j = K

(12)

where N (γth) is given in eq. (6) and Tburst is the burst duration
[16]. What remains now is to determine the transmission
mode for each channel-state. In particular, each channel-
state will be assigned a specific transmission mode, which
can bring the highest possible data rate while maintaining a
targeted FERtarget. The channel-state i-th with the SNR interval
of

[
γi,γi+1), i ∈ {1,2, · · · ,N}, is said to be in transmission

mode n if γ∗n ≤ γi+1 < γ∗n+1, where n ∈ {1,2, · · · ,L} and the
corresponding average FER satisfies FERtarget. If we denote by
φi = {n|i− th state is assigned by mode n}, the average frame
error rate at state i-th using mode n, can be approximated by

FERi =

γi+1∫
γi

FER(γ) fγ (γ)dγ'

γi+1∫
γi

aφiexp
(
−gφiγ

)
fγ (γ)dγ, (13)

where FER(γ) is the instantaneous FER, aφi and gφi are the
curve fitting parameters given in Table I [28]. Note that the
accuracy of the curve fitting approximation has been verified
in [28], [36].

Table I: Example of Transmission Modes

Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3 Mode 4
Modulation BPSK QPSK 8-QAM 16-QAM

m (bits/symbol) 1 2 3 4
an 48.1020 80.2966 99.8269 118.6961
gn 1.0198 0.5058 0.1688 0.1013

γ∗n (dB) 5.7959 9.3811 14.3584 16.7372

D. Burst Error Model

The burst error behavior can be modeled with good (G)
and bad (B) states. In the adaptive-rate transmission, the good
states consist of L sub-states corresponding to the L modes,
i.e., Gn, n ∈ {1,2, · · · ,L}, as illustrated in Fig. 6.

In this structure, the system (in a specific transmission
mode) is in a bad state when burst error happen, i.e. either the
header or one of frames is corrupted with at least one bit error,
while good states are those with error-free burst transmission.
As it was assumed that frame errors are always detectable by
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Figure 6: Burst error model.

the CRC, the burst-error probability at the channel-state i-th,
denoted as BEPi, can be given as

BEPi = 1−
(
1−BERH,i

)NC
×

(
1−FERi

)nB×m
, (14)

where FERi is given in (13) and BERH,i is the average bit
error rate for BPSK modulated control part of a burst at the
channel state i-th [33].

The state transition probabilities of the mode-transmission
process, which is shown in Fig. 6, are given by

pB,B = Pr {state B at t + 1|state B at t}

=
Pr {state B at t + 1, state B at t}

Pr {state B at t}

=

K∑
i=1

K∑
j=1

PriBEPiqi, jBEP j

K∑
i=1

PriBEPi

, (15)

pB,Gn = Pr {state Gn at t + 1|state B at t}

=

K∑
i=1

∑
φ j=n

PriBEPiqi, j
(
1−BEP j

)
K∑

i=1

PriBEPi

, (16)

pGn,B = Pr {state B at t + 1|state Gn at t}

=

∑
φi=n

K∑
j=1

Pri(1−BEPi)qi, jBEP j∑
φi=n

Pri(1−BEPi)
, (17)

pGn,Gl = Pr {state Gl at t + 1|state Gn at t}

=

∑
φi=n

∑
φ j=l

Pri(1−BEPi)qi, j
(
1−BEP j

)
∑
φi=n

Pri(1−BEPi)
, (18)

where n, l ∈ {1,2, · · · ,L}, while qi, j and Pri are defined in the
channel-state model. We can also re-write transition probabil-
ities in a matrix form of P as (19).

On the other hand, we denote pB and pGn be the steady-
state probabilities of state B and state Gn, respectively, and p =



6

P =

[
PBB PBG
PGB PGG

]
=



pBB pBG1 pBG2 pBG3 · · · pBGL−1 pBGL

pG1B pG1G1 pG1G2 pG1G3 · · · pG1GL−1 pG1GL

pG2B pG2G1 pG2G2 pG2G3 · · · pG2GL−1 pG2GL
...

...
...

...
. . .

...
...

pGL−1B pGL−1G1 pGL−1G2 pGL−1G3 · · · pGL−1GL−1 pGL−1GL

pGLB pGLG1 pGLG2 pGLG3 · · · pGLGL−1 pGLGL


. (19)

[
pB, pG1 , pG2 , · · · , pGL

]
. According to the Markov chain theory,

we have 
p = p.P,

pB +

L∑
n=1

pGn = 1.
(20)

By solving (20), we can finally obtain p.

IV. Performance Analysis

This section focuses on the performance analysis of the
sliding window ARQ protocols with AR transmission over
atmospheric turbulence channels. In particular, we formulate a
discrete time Markov model with time unit equals to one burst
interval and the system states are observed at the beginning
of each burst interval. We assume the Poisson frame arrival
with rate ϑ (frames per burst time), the first-in-first-out (FIFO)
policy and that frames arriving during burst time t−1 can only
be transmitted in burst time t at the earliest. The queue size
is finite and it can keep as many as Q frames; any arriving
frame observing the queue full will be discarded.

The number of frames transmitted in a time slot for sliding
window protocols is the minimum of the number of frames in
the queue and the number of frames that can be transmitted
depending on the AR modes. When a burst transmission,
which contains multiple frames, is acknowledged, all the
frames in that burst will be removed from the queue. If there is
at least one erroneous received frame in a burst transmission,
GBN-ARQ will retain all the transmitted frames in the queue,
while SR-ARQ keeps erroneous ones for the retransmission
and removes the successful ones from the queue. In order to
analyze the queueing process induced by the sliding window
ARQ and the AR transmission, we need to keep track not
only the queueing states, which indicate the number of frames
available in the queue at the observation point, but also the
transmission states adopted from the burst error model in
Section III. To do so, we newly develop a Markov model
taking into account both queueing states and transmission
states. Based on the developed model, the performance metrics
including average frame loss rate, average frame delay, and
average system throughput for both GBN-ARQ and SR-ARQ
can be analytically derived.

A. Markov Model

Let s(t) = (ξt,ρt) denote as the system state at a burst interval
t, where ξt ∈ {0,1, · · · ,Q} and ρt ∈ {B,G1, · · · ,GL} represent the
queueing state and the transmission state at this burst interval,
respectively. The state s(t) = (ξt,ρt) indicates that when the
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Figure 7: Markov model of the sliding window ARQ protocols
with AR transmission.

system is in transmission state ρt, there are ξt frames available
in the queue at burst interval t. If we just look at the set of time
instants t = 0,1, · · · ,∞, the transitions of s(t) are Markovian.
An embedded Markov model, as shown in Fig. 7, can be
used to describe the protocol operation. The state space of
this Markov model is S =

{
S µ

}Ns

µ=1
, where S µ = (ξµ,ρµ) and

Ns = (Q+1)(L +1). The transition matrix can be expressed as

T =


T0,0 T0,1 · · · T0,Q
T1,0 T1,1 · · · T1,Q
...

...
. . .

...
TQ,0 TQ,1 · · · TQ,Q

 , (21)

where the sub-matrix Tu,v is defined as

Tu,v =


T(u,B),(v,B) T(u,B),(v,G1) · · · T(u,B),(v,GL)
T(u,G1),(v,B) T(u,G1),(v,G1) · · · T(u,G1),(v,GL)

...
...

. . .
...

T(u,GL),(v,B) T(u,GL),(v,G1) · · · T(u,GL),(v,GL)

 , (22)

where T(u,x),(v,y) denotes by the transition probability from
the state (u, x) to (v,y) with u,v ∈ {0,1, · · · ,Q} and x,y ∈
{B,G1, · · · ,GL} are queueing and transmission states, respect-
ively. These transition probabilities can be computed as

T(u,x),(v,y) = Pr(ξt+1 = v,ρt+1 = y|ξt = u,ρt = x) (23)
= Pr(ξt+1 = v|ξt = u,ρt = x)×Pr(ρt+1 = y|ξt = u,ρt = x)
= Pr(ξt+1 = v|ξt = u,ρt = x)×Pr(ρt+1 = y|ρt = x),

where Pr(ρt+1 = y|ρt = x) denotes by the transition probability
from transmission state x to y as given in (19). In addition,
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Pr(ξt+1 = v|ξt = u,ρt = x) is the probability that the number
of frames in the buffer changes from u to v over one burst
interval, given the transmission state at burst time t is x. It is
obvious that when v < Q, this transition probability is equal to
the probability that n f frames are successfully acknowledged
and removed from the buffer, given that there were u frames
in the queue, and that the number of newly arrived frames is
v− (u−n f ), where (n f ≤ u).

When v = Q, we also need to consider the case where more
frames arrive than the queue can accommodate, i.e., k frames
arrive over one time slot with k ≥ Q− (u−n f ), this leads to a
certain number of frame losses. Based on that, the transition
probability Pr(ξt+1 = v|ξt = u,ρt = x) for both GBN-ARQ and
SR-ARQ can be commonly expressed as

Pr(ξt+1 = v|ξt = u,ρt = x) =

=


PA(v− (u−n f ))zn f ,u, if 0 ≤ v < Q ∞∑

k=Q−(u−n f )

PA(k)

zn f ,u, if v = Q
(24)

where zn f ,u denotes the probability that n f frames are removed
from the queue, given that there were u frames in the queue,
while PA(.) reflects the frame-arrival process. As the frame-
arrival process during a time slot is assumed to be Poisson
with intensity ϑ (in frames per time slot), the probability of
having k frames arriving over a time slot is given by

PA(k) =

ϑk

k! exp(−ϑ), if k ≥ 0
0. otherwise

(25)

Besides, we separately determine the number of frames
removed from the queue, n f for GBN-ARQ and SR-ARQ. For
the GBN-ARQ operation, all the frames transmitted during the
current time slot will be retransmitted if the transmission state
is in bad state. Otherwise, the number of frames transmitted
during a time slot, given the transmission state of Gn, is equal
to min{n×nB,u} (i.e., the actual number of frames transmitted
during a particular time slot is the minimum of (i) the number
frames available in the queue and (ii) the number of frames
can be transmitted depending on the transmission state) with
n × nB corresponds to the number of frames transmitted in
the transmission state Gn. Hence, the number of frames n f of
GBN-ARQ can be written as

n fGBN =

min{n×nB,u}, if x = Gn

0. if x = B
(26)

For the SR-ARQ, the number of frames transmitted during
a time slot, given the transmission state of Gn, is equal to
min{n×nB,u}, which is similar to GBN-ARQ. The difference
between SR-ARQ and GBN-ARQ is in the reaction when the
errors occur. The SR-ARQ only retransmits erroneous frames,
while GBN-ARQ retransmits all the frames during a time slot.
Therefore, the number of frames removed from the queue

during a time slot n f for SR-ARQ, given the system is in
the bad state, can be written as

n fSR =

K∑
i=1

Pri

min{φi×nB}−1∑
j=1

j
(
min{φi×nB}−1

j

)
(1−FERi) j

×FER
min{φi×nB}−1− j
i (1−BERH,i)NC , (27)

where K is the number of channel states, Pri is the steady-
state probability of the i-th channel-state, φi × nB with φi =

{n|i− th state is assigned by mode n} is the number of trans-
mitted frames per burst corresponding to the i-th channel state,
while FERi is given in (13) and BERH,i is the average bit error
rate of header at the i-th channel state.

To complete our embedded Markov chain model, we now
compute the probability zn f ,u for both GBN-ARQ and SR-
ARQ, which can be commonly expressed as

zn f ,u =




pGn , if n f = n×nB ≤ u∑
φi=n

πi(1−FERi)u, if n f = n×nB > u if x = Gn

pB, if x = B
(28)

where pB and pGn are the steady-state probability of state B
and Gn, given in (20), respectively.

To derive the system performance measures, we need to
obtain the stationary distribution of the Markov chain. In
the equilibrium, a state S µ = (ξµ,ρµ) has a probability of
π(ξµ,ρµ). Let π=

[
π(0,B), · · · ,π(0,GL), · · · ,π(Q,B), · · · ,π(Q,GL)

]
be the

stationary distribution. Finally, we can obtain all elements of π
by using standard Gaussian elimination to solve the following
set of equations 

πT = π,
Q∑

ξµ=0

GL∑
ρµ=B

π(ξµ,ρµ) = 1,
(29)

where T is the transition matrix determined by (21).

B. Frame Loss Rate and Throughput

In our finite-queueing system, with the assumption of in-
finite persistence in the sliding window ARQ operation, the
frames loss rate Ploss is simply equal to the queue overflow
probability. To determine Ploss, we need to calculate the aver-
age frame losses over one burst interval. Let Nloss denote the
average number of frame losses during a burst interval. Clearly,
if more frames arrive than the queue can accommodate, they
will be blocked and dropped. In particular, we assume that the
queue contains u frames at the beginning of a burst interval
and n f frames are then successfully transmitted and removed
from the queue during that interval, given that there are k
frames arrive. As the queue only accommodate maximum Q
frames, the number of frames that will be lost due to queue
overflow can be calculated as, max{0,k− [Q− (u− n f )]}. So,
the average number of frame losses Nloss can be computed by

Nloss=

Q∑
u=0

GL∑
x=B

π(u,x)zn f ,u

∞∑
k=Q−(u−n f )

{k− [Q− (u−n f )]}PA(k), (30)
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where zn f ,u and π(u,x) are defined in (28) and (29), respectively,
while PA(k) is the probability having k frames arrive the queue,
as given in (25). The frame loss rate can then be determined
as the ratio between the average number of frame losses due
to the buffer overflow Nloss and the average number of arriving
frames ϑ over one burst interval, i.e.,

Ploss =
Nloss

ϑ
. (31)

Then, given the frame loss rate Ploss, the system throughput
for sliding window ARQ can be obtained by

η̄ = ϑ(1−Ploss). (32)

where ϑ is the average arrival rate.

C. Average Frame Delay

The total average delay D̄ (in number of burst intervals)
for a frame in our system can be decomposed into two parts,
namely 1) the average queueing delay, which is the time spent
by a frame waiting in the queue and 2) the average service
time which, is the time taken between removal of that frame
from the link-layer queue for transmission and its error-free
deliver to the higher layer at the receiver.

Let D̄q denote the average queueing delay for a frame. Using
Little’s law, it can be calculated as

D̄q =
Nq

ϑ(1−Ploss)
, (33)

where Nq denote the average queue length, Ploss is the frame
loss rate, and ϑ(1− Ploss) is the effective frame arrival rate
[37]. With the stationary distribution Π computed in (29), we
can calculate Nq as

Nq =

Q∑
u=0

GL∑
x=B

u×π(u,x). (34)

In addition to the queueing delay, let D̄s denote the average
service time for a frame. To calculate D̄s, we need to determine
the average number of retransmissions of one frame, i.e.,

M̄ =

∞∑
j=1

jp j−1
retrans(1− pretrans) =

1
1− pretrans

, (35)

where pretrans is the probability of retransmission a frame.
When the system is in bad state, a frame will always be
retransmitted in GBN-ARQ despite error-free while SR-ARQ
only retransmits that frame if it is in error. Therefore, the
probability pretrans can be expressed as

pretrans =


pB, for GBN-ARQ
K∑

i=1

PriFERi, for SR-ARQ
(36)

where K is the number of channel states, pB is the probability
of state B, Pri and FERi are the probability and average frame
error rate of the channel state i-th, respectively. So, the average
service time can be calculated as

D̄s = (M̄ + 1)
ttrans + tprop

Tburst
, (37)

Table II: System Parameters

Name Symbol Value
Frame size N f 1500 bytes
Burst-control part size NC 40 symbols
Number of blocks/burst nB 30 blocks/burst
Burst time Tburst 0.9 ms
Symbol rate Rs 400 Msps
Coherence time t0 10 ms
Channel distance d 1800 m
Receiver aperture diameter D 0.02 m
Optical wavelength λ 1.55 µm

where Tburst is the burst time, ttrans = N f /Rb is the frame
transmission delay, where N f and Rb are the frame size and bit
rate, respectively. tprop = L/c is the frame propagation delay,
where L and c(= 3× 108 m/s) are the channel distance and
light speed, respectively. Finally, the average frame delay in
our system can be evaluated as

D̄ = D̄q + D̄s, (38)

where D̄q and D̄s are given by (33) and (37), respectively.

V. Numerical Results

This section presents and discusses the performance analysis
of the proposed design with different parameter settings.
Different turbulence strengths, i.e., C2

n = 7×10−15m−2/3, C2
n =

2×10−14m−2/3, and C2
n = 10−13m−2/3 for weak, moderate and

strong turbulences, are considered. The parameters related
to transmission modes are presented in Table I, and the
other system parameters are given in Table II. Monte Carlo
simulations are performed to validate the analytical results.
In each burst time, the channel states are randomly generated
according to the channel-state transition probabilities calcu-
lated in (12). For a given target frame error rate FERtarget,
a transmission mode is assigned in a specific channel state,
which determines the maximum number of frames that can
be transmitted. The number of frames successfully leaving
the queue is determined based on the transmission states with
corresponding probabilities from the Markov error model. The
queue length is updated at every burst time by considering
the frame arrivals, which follow the Poisson process with
average arrival rate of ϑ (frames/burst time) and the number
of successfully transmitted frames.

First, Fig. 8 quantitively highlights the benefits of sliding
window protocols, both GBN and SR-ARQ, by comparing
their throughputs with that of SW-ARQ under different sym-
bol rates when FERtarget = 10−3, Q = 150 frames, ϑ = 90
(frames/burst time) and C2

n = 2 × 10−14m−2/3. First, we can
verify a good agreement between analytical and simulation
results, which confirm the correctness of the model and ana-
lysis. It is obvious that the sliding window protocols outper-
form the SW-ARQ due to transmitting of many fames without
waiting the acknowledgement. The important point is that the
throughput improvement becomes much more significant when
the symbol rates are high, and this is exactly what we need
from the FSO systems. This phenomenon is due to the fact that
the time waiting for the acknowledgement of a data frame (two
times of propagation delay) in SW-ARQ becomes significant
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Figure 9: Average delay of GBN and SR-ARQ vs. queue size
for different turbulence conditions.

compared to the delay, which becomes very small thanks to
high data rate. This leads to the inefficiency in throughput
performance of SW-ARQ.

Next, we focus on the selection of the queue size for the
operation of sliding window protocols. Figures 9 and 10
show the relationship between the obtained average delay
and throughput versus the queue size when SNR = 25 dB,
FERtarget = 10−3, and ϑ = 90 (frames/burst time). We observe
that when the queue size increases, the average delay increases.
This is because the queue can accommodate more frames
while still keep the erroneous ones for re-transmission at the
head until they receive ACK signals from the receiver. This
causes new arrivals to wait longer time in the queue. We
also see the impact of turbulence conditions on the average
delay. In the weak turbulence conditions, the average delay
slowly increases and saturates while it significantly increases
in the moderate-to-strong turbulence conditions. In addition to
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Figure 10: Throughput of GBN and SR-ARQ vs. queue size
for different turbulence conditions.
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Figure 11: Average delay and throughput vs. target frame error
rate for different turbulence conditions.

the average delay, the throughput also increases and reaches
a certain level determined by rate of the highest possible
transmission mode and the data traffic rate which enters the
queue while the queue size keeps increasing. To select the
queue size, the rule of thumb here is that we need to maximize
the throughput while not increase the average delay, which is
important because delay is ultimate QoS perceived by some
of the data applications, in different turbulence conditions.
For instance, we want to retain the average delay below
2 burst times (= 1.8 ms) while reaching a high level of
throughput in different turbulence conditions, from weak to
strong. Therefore, in this system setting, it is recommended to
use the queue size of 150 frames to meet that requirement.

Another important issue in the design of the adaptive-rate
systems is the selection of the transmission modes for channel
states, which can bring the highest possible data rate while
maintaining a target frame error rate FERtarget. Figure 11
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Figure 12: Throughput vs. SNR for different turbulence con-
ditions.

investigates the effect of FERtarget on the average delay and
throughput of both GBN-ARQ and SR-ARQ, when SNR = 25
dB, ϑ= 90 (frames/burst time), and Q = 150 frames. Basically,
for higher value of FERtarget, the transmission rate increases
but the FSO link becomes less reliable. In other words, we
have more chances to choose higher transmission modes by
choosing large FERtarget. Nevertheless, the high probability
of transmission errors may require many frame or burst re-
transmissions, which may increase the average delay and
decrease the throughput performance. Therefore, there exists
a value of FERtarget for which the average delay is minimized
and throughput is maximized. From this figure, the optimal
value of FERtarget = 10−3 is selected.

In Fig. 12, using FERtarget = 10−3 and queue size Q = 150
frames, we quantitively compare the throughput performance
of GBN-ARQ and SR-ARQ in weak and strong turbulence
conditions. As expected, SR-ARQ always provides a higher
throughput than GBN-ARQ due to the fact that GBN-ARQ
always discards all the frames in error burst even some of them
are correct, while only erroneous frames are retransmitted in
SR-ARQ. In addition, their throughputs are close in weak
turbulence conditions, while SR-ARQ becomes clearly better
than GBN-ARQ in the strong turbulence conditions.

Figure 13 investigates the possible transmission distances
under the impact of turbulence, which gets stronger as the
distance increases, given SNR = 25 dB, FERtarget = 10−3m−2/3,
Q = 150 frames, and C2

n = 2×10−14. Obviously, as the distance
increases, the impact of turbulence degrades the throughput
performance of both GBN and SR-ARQ protocols. The de-
gradation of GBN-ARQ is more severe while the SR-ARQ
performs much better than GBN-ARQ at a long distance.
Using this result, one can decide the operation range of the
designed system given a throughput requirement; for example,
if 1 Gb/s connection is required even in the strong turbulence
condition, the maximum distance is about 2 km when SR-ARQ
is employed.

Figure 14 presents the frame loss rate versus average arrival
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Figure 13: GBN and SR-ARQ throughput vs. channel distance.
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Figure 14: Frame loss rate vs. average arrival rates for different
turbulence conditions.

rates for different turbulence conditions with SNR = 25 dB,
FERtarget = 10−3, and Q = 150 frames. Evidently, stronger
turbulence and/or higher arrival rate cause higher loss rate.
Using this figure, one can set the limit on the data arrival
accordingly to a QoS requirement in terms of the frame loss
ratio for each ARQ protocols.

Finally, Fig. 15 illustrates the relation between the through-
put performance versus the average received SNR (Fig. 15(a)
and (b)) or queue size (Figs. 15(c) and (d)) over a range of
average arrival rates. Also, FERtarget = 10−3 and C2

n = 2×10−14.
In particular, using Figs. 15(a) and (b) with Q = 150 frames
we, can find the minimum SNR required to reach a maximum
throughput level at a certain average arrival rate. For example,
when the average arrival rate is 60 frames/burst time, in
order to reach the maximum throughput, the average SNRs
required are 27 dB and 23 dB for GBN-ARQ and SR-ARQ,
respectively. Similarly, using SNR = 25 dB in Figs. 15(c)
and (d), we could design an optimal queue size to achieve
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Figure 15: Throughput vs. average arrival rate with different
average received SNR, given Q = 150 frames for (a) GBN-
ARQ (b) SR-ARQ or with different queue size, given SNR =

25 dB for (c) GBN-ARQ (d) SR-ARQ.

a maximum throughput at a particular average arrival rate.
For instance, the queue size should be designed to be 170 and
100 frames to guarantee the maximum throughput level when
the average arrival rate of 60 frames/burst time for GBN-ARQ
and SR-ARQ, respectively.

VI. Conclusion

We have proposed a design and queueing analytical frame-
work for performance analysis of sliding window ARQ pro-
tocols with rate adaptation over FSO turbulence channels. To
effectively facilitate the operation of sliding window protocols
with AR transmission, burst-duration based window size was
used. The time-varying behavior of the ΓΓ fading channels
was modeled by a finite-state Markov model and the burst error
model was developed. Another Markov model of the operation
of protocols was also developed to analytically derive the
system performance metrics of proposed design including
frame loss rate, average delay, and throughput. Numerical
results illustrated the impact of turbulence and supported the
selection of optimal parameters, including the queue size,
SNR, and the targeted FER. The theoretical analysis was also
confirmed by Monte Carlo simulations.
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